Improve comfort. Reduce
costs. Stay within budget
Smart Energy Management
for Small and Medium Retailers
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Building automation isn’t just
for big retailers anymore
Running a retail business is hard enough without wasting money
unnecessarily on energy. Big-box retailers and malls use building
automation systems to cut their energy bills while optimizing customer
comfort, but those systems have been too expensive and impractical
for the average retailer. Until today…
Schneider Electric™ has developed a solution tailor-made for smalland mediumsized retail stores. Instead of just a thermostat, you can
have the kind of building control capabilities that big-box stores enjoy.

Make your store
more competitive
Take control. Manage HVAC and lighting from anywhere. Set up
schedules. Even manage multiple stores from one location.

Did you know?
• Retailers spend up to 35% of operating
costs on energy.

• Energy spend equates to nearly $20B per
year.

• Schneider Electric retail solutions deliver
up to 30% in energy savings

• Enhance your customers’ retail experience. Maintain temperature
and lighting for the best retail experience, and in a way that’s
optimized for your business.

• Cut energy waste and costs. See energy spend, what’s trending,
and where to save.

• Reduce maintenance costs. Repair costs are high and the

disruption to your business is costly. Get alerts about equipment
performance and avoid emergencies.

• Show quick ROI on your bottom line. Schneider Electric can show
you how much your store can save.

The energy savings
can be the equivalent
of one hundred extra
customers a month.
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Put our solution to work
in your retail space
Your business depends on a flow of happy customers. You can’t
afford to close your store or restaurant for days while new systems get
installed, or pay overtime for night work—and with Schneider Electric,
you don’t have to. Leveraging wireless technology, our solution is
affordable, nondisruptive, and can be installed during business
hours. Your customers won’t even notice!

Did you consider?
• A happy customer is a repeat customer.

A fully scalable solution
• Start with simple HVAC management through our applicationspecific room controllers.

• Enable central visibility of your HVAC system through wireless

technology – our Ecostruxure Building Expert Software (with no
license fees!).

Why not start that journey with an ideal
environmental experience?

• It’s true and it’s trending. Environmentally-

friendly establishments attract customers all while improving their carbon footprint.

• The best part is, you can have all of this

with minimal downtime or disruption to your
daily operations.

• No lost revenue.

• Integrate lighting control to create the perfect environment, as well
as occupancy sensors for proactive energy management.

• Expand control across your entire enterprise with our cloud-based
Building Insights solution.

• No matter which level of solution is right for you, eliminate

Web-based dashboard. Manage the environment of your
retail business anytime, anywhere.

Elegant, stylish controllers. Choose from an array of
color combinations that match any décor.
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To learn more visit www.schneider-electric.com/buildings
or contact your local Schneider Electric representative.

Schneider Electric Industries SAS
35, rue Joseph Monier - CS 30323
F92506 Rueil-Malmaison Cedex, France
www.schneider-electric.com
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